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Horrible game.. Gotta Go Fast.. The best game ever created, a true proof that games may indeed be art, and a real slap in the
face towards EA with their "singleplayer games are dead" theory.

Pros:
+ everything, as in:
+ great story
+ amazing atmosphere
+ great characters
+ great story impact with choices
+ animation
+ original mechanics
+ visuals
+ nice soundtrack
+ a true work of art
+ reminds you what feelings are
+ cheap

Cons:
- after LiS, all other story games seem dull and lacking
- emotional meatgrinder for both fragile and strong people!. The worst game they have made to date.... same graphics, same
gameplay , same kits and bikes.... same everything apart from new tracks.

poor AI

Poor physics

Poor realism i mean riding along overtaking AI and they suddenly gain a boost and hit a tripple when you can only double when
your overtaking them on the face of the jump isnt very realistic.

AI are lets face it made by a simpleton that does'nt understand motocross they don't recognise a player in the "set line" and hit
you or knock you off... they don't slow down and also don't fall off.

Cornering in the rain... you slide for 10♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥miles and cannot stop.... you wheel spin for ages or bog down and
nearly stall the engine.

~What a waste of money once again.

DONT BUY THIS CRAP. +Free (Now)
+Nice step into the FPS

-No one is playing it
-Some people paid for it and got nothing in return

2\/5

Would be good if there was more than one server with 3 bots up. But there isn't, this game is dead. It used to cost money, but to
try to get people to play they made it free without offering any type of skin or anything to the people who did play. So those
people quit unhappy that they got nothing for supporting the developers. I'd just get Pavlov instead.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.
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Amazing media player, it can pretty much play anything :D. Possibly my top game of the year, at least so far. The music is great,
the visual style is fresh and the game play is extremely satisfying. If you're a fan of hotline Miami, this is a must play.. Lost
Eden on Steam, I never thought I'd see the day.

This is a nice game overall, it has a decent plot and an absolutely amazing soundtrack!. Completion State:
Completed 103\/104 levels, 31 with all three medals awarded (75% Steam achievements. 31 hours)

Comments:
I've never really played a bridge builder type game but do generally love building games so when I saw that Curve Digital were
helping yet another small British studio get a game out in the wild I couldn't help but pick it up. And I'm glad I did though I
didn't expect to spend quite so much time with it.

I assume most of the tools are at this point pretty rote for fans of the genre but for me the whole idea was pretty novel and
interesting. The game essentially asked me to use a limited set of supports, ramps and the like to get my little skier from one
side of the map to another.

The levels start quite easy with fairly straightforward structures needing to be built to perhaps support a chair lift or to enable a
motorcycle to leap across a mountain crevasse but they quickly progress to a point where if I was trying to complete all goals set
by the game I had to start to think a little outside of the box.

There are three goals, represented by stars, for each level. The first is awarded for simply passing the win conditions for the
level (usually get n number of winter sports enthusiasts across the line and occasionally collect n number of specific
collectables), the second is awarded for picking up all of the gold star collectables in the level (usually only one or two) and the
third is awarded for completing the level using less resources (in currency) than the target. In most instances getting the first two
wasn't that hard once I had worked out the best method but the third can be really really tricky and I have to admit I largely gave
up on meeting these requirements on the later levels as it was simply more fun to just create a cool contraption.

Luckily getting all three goals is not in any way mandatory to move to the next level. Areas are instead simply gated by a total
number of earned stars target which is pretty generous and allowed me to unlock all areas pretty quickly. In my case I unlocked
all the areas long before I had completed even the third or fourth mountain.

It's a fun concept but I felt it slightly outstayed it's welcome in the campaign mode. I do feel though that's more on me than the
game. It feels a little silly to complain about too much content as it's all ultimately good it's just that the way the difficulty ramps
up isn't really quite what I'd like. It only really increases the complexity in a more of the same way rather than building on more
complexity layers.

Overall I'd say I enjoyed what I played and it's a solid foundation for such a small studio.. this single demo is the one thing
making my $800 face tv worth it! I never had as much fun just getting from a-b.
. Got this to play with my son who loves Dinosaurs. So far we are learning the rules and it looks fun to play.

One minor thing I noticed while watching a youtube to help learn the rules is the "Publicity" points listed on the Tabletop
Simulator DLC gameboard are from large to small instead of small to large as the actual gameboard or the board shown on page
10 of the rulebook.

DLC gameboard: Class A 21\/15\/10 Class B 15\/10\/7 ...and so on... Class F 2\/1\/0
Actual board Pg 10 rulebook: Class A 2\/1\/0 Class B 4\/2\/1 ...and so on... Class F 21\/15\/10

UPDATE:
Just finished first game with son. My son gives it two thumbs up. It took us a couple hours but we were still figuring out the
rules. By the third round things moved faster.

Since just the two of us were playing, my son easily saw I was increasing publicity of ribs and he lowered the points on his turn
and built more ribs in his dino to counter me. I think it would be more fun with more than two players.

The best part he enjoyed was the build phase. One thing I'd like to see is a bigger hidden area to do the build. By the third round
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the dinosaurs were hard to hide due to the number of bones.. This game is GEM! I went back in time to my childhood when I
spent so much god damn time playing this game. I am really surprised that NovaLogic made the game which runs smooth even
on windows 10. Big applause for them + HUGE RECOMMEND for great nostalgia experience!. Is classic ship cannon game
and it's fun to play.
Age of Booty used Gamespy to play with another player in multiplayer. Gamespy is down, so you can't play with another palyer.
Maybe with a workaround for the multiplayer function, is possible to play with aonther player who love classic ship cannon
games like Age of Booty.. THIS IS A LOT HARDER THAN PEOPLE GIVE IT CREDIT FOR. I PAID FOR THIS ON SALE
FOR LIKE 49 CENTS, AND I GOT MORE THAN I WAS PREPARED FOR.

Unless you want to rage about tiny dodos being killed because you're a moron who can't solve the puzzle, probably not the game
for you. Do you get into solving those puzzles, making those little monsters eat your dust, and rescuing dodos from a death
wish? This is definitely your game. Just be prepared to rage a few times.
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